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Inkroduckion

The infrared

absorption

in both the,frequency
from the spectra

spectra

of gases at pressure

of the band maximum

of gases in the neighbourhood

et al.(> have observed that the vibrations
nitrogen,

and hydrogen)

inactive

in infrared

absorption
molecules

and

absorption,

show significant

and in the probability
of atmospheric

of homonuclear

the symmetrical
are active

of the electronic

H. L. Welsh

molecules

of carbon

in gases at pressure.

is caused by the distortion

pressure.

diatomic

vibration

differences

of the transition
(oxygen,

dioxide, normally

Such pressure•induced

charge

distribution

of the

in the course of collision.

On the other hand, G. B. Wilson and A. 7. Wells'1 have shown

that

it should be

possible under proper conditions to obtain the values of the intensities of an infrared
vibrational
absorption
band by measuring
the integrated
apparent absorption
coefficient for unit pressure

at a series of partial

polating this quantity to zero partial
should be eliminated by some suitable
The effect of pressure
observed
Penner

of non absorbing

of the

rotational

ficient

of the free

1)
2)

3)
4)

gas on an infrared

by H. L. Welsh et af.a> for gaseous
and D. Weber+l for gaseous

lines very great.
absorbing

gas

of the absorbing

gas and extra-

pressure, and that the rotational
non-absorbing gas at sufficiently

carbon

shown to yield a more reliable estimate
of the foreign gas should be extended

~

pressures

methane

monoxide

fine structure
high pressure.

absorption

band has been

up to 600 atm

and by S. S.

up to 700 psia, and it has been

of the intensity of the band that the pressure
to large values and the pressure broadening

That
should

is, the integrated
be estimated

absolute

by measuring

absorption
the

coef-

variation
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of the

integrated

Amagat

density

variation

absolute

absorption

of the foreign
has observed

up to 24 kg/cm=over

of the foreign

the infrared

the frequency

(1974cm `) of the symmetrical
At the same time the influence

absorption

coefficient

induced

of 1100-5800etn'`

absorption

portion

of tite

at pressures

at room temperature

of

band which located at the frequency

in the mixtures
forces

at several partial

and it has been found that
of acetylene

All the experimental

by intermolecular

the linear

with the

vibration (v_), normally inactive in infrared absorption.
of oxygen at pressures up to 20kg~cm' on the apparent

has been measured.

density of oxygen.

mixture

in gaseous acetylene

of the band at 1328cm""' (y,i-r3) of acetylene

1^-126mmHg

gaseous

gas.

absorption

range

23~25°C, and found the pressure-induc_d

intensity

in the

gas and by extrapolating

curve to zero density

The author

coefficient

features

in the course

and

pressures

the integrated

oxygen

aze attributed

increases

over

absolute
with the

to the dipole moment

of collision.
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Experimentals
Preparation
carbide

of acetylene

and water

holder.

The

hydroxide
determined

and

gas

was passed through
was bubbled

compressed

with bromine

of 995 PercenC

and oxygen

The gaseous

acetylene

a dry refining reagent"

in 30-40

at a desired

per

cent

aqueous

pressure.

The

and preserved
solution

purity

water to be,.99.6 per cent. Compressed

was taken from a commercial

in gas

of .potassium

of acetylene

was

oxygen of tie purity

bomb.

Apparatus
Two windows of the
same design were set in the symmetrical.
positions of~botlt sides of the absorption cell and the cell was arranged
between the light source and the slit of
the spectromet°r 3n order to transmit
the light.
The totallength-of. the cell
was 268mm. The principal feature of D~
a window is- shown in Fig. 1. The CJ

from calcium

2Gtlmm
F

G

=~

P
N

A
path length 'of the cell (A) was 158-165mm and the inner diamet_r 24mm.
Potassium chloride of 24mm in diame- ,
D
ter and-10-16 mm in thickness, being
F~g. L The diagram of a window of an inf[ared
cut from a ]alga single cry9tal, was
absorption cell for high pressure gas
9,
absorption
cell; S, FCI window;
used as the window(B). It was designC, window plug;
D, observation hole:
ed by the principle of a packingless
tE,1 O-rings; F, Bourdon tube gauge or valves
for evacuation and compression of gas
window, but a cement was used to seal

s The refining reagent was a dry mixture of FeCl9, FIgCI:, copper acetate and acid clay.
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between the polished surfaces of the window and its supporting plug (C). Thediameter
of the free area of the window (D) for admitting the transmission of light was
18mm. O-rings (E) were made of fiber. The I3ourdon tube gauge for measuring
the pressure of gases in the cell or the valves for evacuation or compression of
gases were linked at the part of (F). The result5l of the experiment on the strength
-of the optical window of potassium chloride with an observation hole of 4mm in
diameter of the same design has shown no change for 25 hours up to 250kg/cm',
-although the apparent elastic limit of potassium chloride has been cited as 2.3x10
~dyneJcm' in the literature 6> In the author's experiment which was performed at the
gaseous pressure at 24kgJcm=for several hours the visible plastic deformations> and
'the fracture of the window did not occur , Two absorption cells of the same type
-were prepazed and one of them was used as the reference absorption cell . The decrease
•of the light transmission of the window with water vapour in the air of the relative
.humidity below 50 per cent and in the measuring gases was within a few per cent
in the experiment over 2 weeks.
Hilger D. 42 Infrared Spectrometer with a NaCI prism and the Nernst lamp as
'the light source were used for the spectral measurement .
Procedure Two absorption cells were evacuated and in the reference cell was
sealed oxygen at lkg/cm= and in the other cell was sealed the measuring gases, which
were gaseous acetylene at 24, 1$ 12, 6, and Ykg/cm", and acetylene at several partial
pressures over I-126mmHg pressurized witk oxygen at 1, 2, and 201:g1cm'. Readings
~ofthe absorption log,o(T>/T) , where T, is the apparent intensity of light transmitted
through the reference cell and T is the apparent intensity of Light transmitted through
the. measuring gases, was taken at the wavelength 0.111 apart over the frequency
range of 1100-5800cm ' for acetylene and over 1100-•1600cm ` for mixtures of
acetylene andoxygen.
The absorption spectra for acetylene were determined by
subtracting the absorption in oxygen at Ikg(ctn' as the back ground (Te), and those
for mixtures of acetylene and oxygen were determined by subtracting the absorption
in oxygen at the same pressure as the totalpressure.
The mixing of gases at pressure takes place very slowly.
It was found that
significant concentration gradients existed over long periods of time in gases sealed
in the absorption cell. In practic°, the spectral measurement was performed in 3
hours after the end of mixing of gases and the readings of absorption were reproduced after the lapse of an hour.
Results
The absorption spectra of gaseous acetylene at 24, 18, 12, 6, and lkg/cm= are shown
in Fig. 2. The spectra indicate the pressure•induced band at 1974cm '. If these absorp•
5) R Kiyama and K. Inoue, TGisjournal, 21. 78 (1911)
6) L. S. Combes,S. S. Ballard and Ii. A. McCarthg J. Opt: Soc. Ana, 41, 215 (195ll
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the

integrated

absorp-

tioncoefficient
oftheband
forunitAmagat
density
ofacetylene
p~fln(ToIT)dv
(in units of frequency v, cm'. per path length [, crtt, per Amagat density of acetylene p) increases proportionally to the Amagat density as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4
shows the ratios of the maximum ~ 0.45
absorption at 1328.1 cm'' (v,tvs),
1974cm" (pressure-induced band),
27O1.5cm-' (v;tvs), and 3287-3500
cni ' (v;M1
and another pressure- ~ 0.40
induced band)between gaseous acety- ~
lene at pressures and at lkg/cm',
e

logso(To/T);°`~log~o(To/T)i~°',against
X0 .35

the

The

Amagat
rate

maximum
iS remarkably

density

of

of

acetylene.

enhancement

.absorption

at

higher

than

at the other frequencies,

of

the

1974 crtt-'
the

rates

and theslope

,i>

1
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Fig . 3 The relation between
Amagat thedensity
Amagat density of
C_H_ and the integrated absorption coefficient
band
for unit Amagat density
1f ln(To/?7dc
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. C;Y-h)

of 1974cm-'
nl

v
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Induced Infrared
of the

curve

for

1974cm''

Absor

p tion

length

1, cm) over the

frequency range of 1100--5800cm 'with
the Amagat
density of acetylene
is
plotted in Fig. 5, and the slope of the
curve decreases
slightly with the increase

of the Amagat

of pressures
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over 1~126mmHg,
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density.

In order to ascertain

Aeerylene

of Physical

increases

with the Amagat density. The vaziation
of the integrated absorption coefficient
1 J ln(T
e/T)<Iv (in units of frequency v, 1
cm"i, per path

in Gaseoas

Review

the quan-
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tity J In(To/T)dv

(in units of frequency

v, em ') is plotted
p[

of acetylene

pressure

of

as the function
(product

acetylene

the limiting

curve

200
E
~ 150

and

Fig. 6.
decreases

slope of the

can be estimated

of partial

p, emllg,

path length l; cm) in
curvature
in the curve

of

The
and

0

which

,r~ 5
0

by the extrapolation

to zero
-~---partial

pressure
------- of
-- acetylene,
----~-----•
corresponding to
corresponding
to the
the integrated
integrated absolute
absolute
absorption coefficient
absorption
coefficient of
of the
the absorption
absorption
band at
band
at 1325.1
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ctri ' in
in mixtures
mixtures of
of

i
10
20
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Amagatdensity
Fig. 5 The re]ationbetweenthe Amagatdencity of GFi, and [heintegratedabsorp1

acetylene and
acetylene
and oxygen,
oxygen, increases
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with
with

lioncceR'icient
7J In(Tol7~dv

the increase

(cm '/cm) over the frequency range of
1700-5800cni '

of the density

of oxygen.

Consideration
Acetyene

is a molecule

of linear and symmetrical

type which

is ,expressed

by the

constitutional
formula H-C=C-H,
and the infrared and Raman spectra. which are
assigned by the fundamentals
of yt-5 and by their combinations,
have been observed
for

acetylene

following

in the neighbourhood

of the

atmospheric

pressure

ag shown

in the

Table.~>

7) G. Herzberg,Molearlar Spectra arul Molendnr Str++cl+sre(D.
Van iGostrandCo.,Ine, 1945),p.?88
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The fact that

the inte3rat_d

sorption

coefficient

induced

band

at

ab•

of the pressure1974cm''

for

Amagat density of acetylene

increases

forces induce the dipole in the course
distortion

which
of the

distribution

arises

from

electronic

of molecules.

Total pressure
~kg/cm's
2 kg/cm's
1 kg/cm's

unit

proportionally
to the density (Fig. 3)
is ascribed to that the intermolecular
of collision,

100:-

i
`

7a

50

eF

the

charge
Such pro•

portional
relation coincides with the
observation by H. L. Welsh e[ al.'> for
the

pressure•induced

band

nuclear

diatomic

molecules

at low

Amagat

density.

G. Glochler

and C.

E.

Morrels>

strong
which

Raman

have

is assigned

acetylene

observed

band

at

0
Fig. 6

a very

1973.8 cm-'

as ve for liquid

at a pressure

0

of homo-

Table

of about

895mmHg at-82°C. As the pressureinduced band locates at the fre-

Frequency
cm-r
611.8

50

100
]50
pi, cmllg xcm

300

The quantity

l In(To/T)d~ of 1328.1cm-+

band of GH:
function pl

pressurized

Infrared
and Raman
of gaseous
C:•H,
Band

type

R. v. w.

Assignment

with O: as the

spectra

Reference

Y~

quency (1974cm `) of the Raman
729.1
I. 1 v. s.
1328.1
I. 1 s,
Vq}YS
band, and the rate of enhancement
19afi
L 1 w.
2Va} VS
L9~
of the maximum absorption at
1973.8
R. v. s.
(8~
1974cm ` is very large in compari221~
I. 1 ? w.
3Y5?
270L~
i. 1 m.
Ln}y5
son with the rates for the infrared
3287
i. 1 v. s,
active bands at the other frequen3294?
i. I w.
Y.}Y~}YS
cies(Fig.4).the pressure induced ab3373.7
R. s.
3881
I. I w,
L!}ZV~}y5
sorption at 1974cm `would be caus3897
Ya}Ya
I. 1 m.
ed by the distortion of the symi
4091
Y~}Ya
i I. 1 m.
metrical vibration of the very strong
tong Raman
Raman band
band (v.).
(y.). A weak
weak absorption
absc
band at 1956 cm `which is assigned as 2v,-wa
has
has been
been found
found by
by F. Stittsl
Stitt9l for
for gaseous
g
acetylene at a pressure of 250mmHg.
As
the proportional
the
proportional relation
relation between
between the.
tl integrated absorption coefficient for unit Amagat
density and
density
and the
the density
density does
does not
not exist
ex in the other infared active bands, the pressureinduced band
induced
band at 1974cm
1974cm ` is not
i
attributed
to the pressure broadening
of the
rotational structure
rotational
structure in the
the combination
combin
band at 1956cm"`.
The measuring
The
measuring gaseous
gaseous acetylene
aceryl~
contained the impurities of about 0.4 per cent,
LS

Ya

Ya

YS

8) G. Glockler and C. E, hforrel, J. Chrnr. Pkys., 4, la (]936)
9) P. Stitt, ibid., 8, 56 (1910)
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of water vapour, hydrocarbons

of paraffin

(methane. ethane, propane etc.) and olefine (ethylene, propylene etc.), and hl'dr~gen etc.
might be contained.
As the infrared absorption band locating at the frequency of
about

1974cm-`

can not be observed

the pressure•induc~l
Another

pressure-induced

3287-~3500cm'
very strong

for gaseous
absorption

The integrated

for these gaseous

band at 1974cm"

is caused

absorption
acetylene,

can be observed
although

band at 3287cm'°

absolute

impurities,

absorption

it is unlikely

that

by the impurities.
the band

at the frequency
is not splitting

range
from

of
the

(v,):
coefficient

A for unit pressure

is defined

by

the equation

A=(1/A!)f
ln(Io/ndv,
where

I is the light transmitted

through

a cell of length 1 containing

p, and Id is the incident intensity, and the integration
range covered by a given band.
The measurable
estimated

is the integrated

apparent

absorption

T is the apparent

intensity

registered

a gas at pressure

is carried out over the frequency
quantity from which A .is to be

coefficient

B=(1/Q1)I In(TojT)di
where

(1)

B for emit pressure

,

(2)

by the instrument

when its setting

is

(actual fregnency v), and Ta is the apparent incident intensity.
The value of B can
be given as the slope of experimental
curve showing the dependence of the quantity

fln(T„fT)dv'
onthefunction
ofp1.According
to E.I3.Wilson
andA J. Wells,
the
limiting
absorbing

slope which is estimated
gas corresponds

by the following

by the extrapolation

to the integrated

absolute

to zero partial
absorption

pressure

of the

coefficient , being given

equation,
Lima=

A.

(3)

v~-b

The addition of non•absorbing foreign gases at high pressure causes the increase
of the integrated absolute absorption coefficient (Fig. 6). The fact is ascribed to the
pressure broadening of the individual rotational lines of the band combined with
the finite spectral resolution of the instrument. Such pressure broadening is attributed
to the fact that the surrounding foreign gas molecules at high density induce the dipole
in the absorbing molecules, additively to the original dipole. The integrated absolute
absorption coefficient of the free absorbing gas . can be given by the extrapolation of
the linear variation of the absolute absorption coefficient In the gaseous mixture with
the Amagat density of-the foreign gas to Zero density of the foreign gas .
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